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This is a license-test-outline-based review of testable real estate regulatory subject matter. It

clusters state statutes and Commission regulations where they belong according to the outline

topic areas. This brings widely scattered material together so you, the reader, can get a

comprehensive, clear understanding of important, testable material as quickly as possible.This

Kindle edition complements the print version nicely by being a ready-made audio book on

Kindle and many other eReaders.Further, almost any eReader’s search option functions as a

better-than-print index, since they typically pull together all appearances of any entry and

thereby allow easy selection and comparison of whatever you were seeking.This prep material

was designed primarily for prelicensing candidates who need to bring textbook material

together in an exam-oriented way to ensure having a firm grasp of the knowledge base that will

be “in-bounds” on the actual licensing exam.The writing is direct, concise, engaging and often

humorous; its command of testable terms and topics is both authoritative and definitively

comprehensive. It is an unsurpassed summary of core real estate terms and concepts along

with synonymous terms and many more advanced or obscure ones, especially since it makes

clear what is testable and what is too advanced, yet may appear on the test as wrong

answers.It is the only book on the market for the Connecticut State-Specific Sales exam written

by a test development specialist and former "insider" at Assessment Systems, Inc. (ASI),

Pearson VUE’s predecessor-company, in charge of real estate test development for more than

twenty states.So where other authors guess, this one knows from years of hands-on

preparation of actual real estate licensing exams nationwide!It includes a full-length, 30-

question sample test written to match the Connecticut state-specific exam specifications.The

answer key is prepared for text-to-speech easy read-back and is followed by simple

instructions on how to create a Diagnostic chart of strengths/weaknesses to guide further, final

review, if necessary!Once licensed, your colleagues, clients, and customers will expect you to

continue demonstrating the same ready grasp of real estate basics that all of us expect of any

real estate professional, new or not.This portable edition will long outlast its value for helping

you pass the test, since it affords practicing professionals, new and experienced, an ideal “field

reference” summary of almost any subject, term, or concept they need to know.For

prelicensing candidates, the Kindle version ranks as a first-rate complement to the print version

and is priced with that in mind: nothing beats the printed page for making notes as you study,

and you should have both.But there is significant added value in this e-Version, since you will

get years of use out of it after you are licensed, long after you may have “retired” all of your

prelicensing materials to some inaccessible location, dusty reference shelf, or dust bin.If you

are already licensed, this is well worth buying at this very affordable price as a “must-have”

quick reminder of things you once knew yet may still need to look up suddenly, perhaps at an

open house or during a client call.Now a concise summary of the basics can be right there with

you at all times on your at-hand portable device!For test-prep use in Connecticut for

prelicensing candidates and for out-of-state licensees who are required to take the State

portion to get a Connecticut license.Ideal for professional field use for all Connecticut licensee!



Real Estate Exam Prep: Connecticut RegsThe Authoritative Guide to Preparing for the State-

Specific Sales Exam Third Edition (Kindle Version: the low-cost, audio-enabled and index-

search complement to the hard-copy version) John R. Morgan On-the-Test

Publishing(www.On-the-Test.com) © 2010-11 by John R. Morgan. All Rights Reserved. No

part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any

form or by any means -- electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, Internet, or otherwise

-- without the prior written permission of the copyright holder or publisher. Please contact the

publisher at the address below for information on permissions and

licenses. 978-1-4538246-7-21-4538246-7-7 Published by: On-the-Test PublishingThe

publishing imprint of Morgan Testing ServicesPost Office Box 1982New London, Connecticut

06320www.On-the-Test.comemail: Regs@On-the-Test.com We welcome reader comments

and suggestions about our text and test questions.Please contact the publisher at the email

address above regarding either.Email us about typos, terms, and omissions in this book,as well

as your thoughts on useful inclusions in future printings.We especially welcome hearing how

your understanding of topics was enhanced and your test-confidence -- and success!-- was

ensured by anything in this book.Dedication This edition is dedicated to Tom Durivan, who

offered the obvious observation that Broker topics should not be in a Sales version of any

book, because they are likely to cause unnecessary anxiety. So, thanks to Tom, this Sales-only

version excludes the Broker-onlyRoman Numeral Content Area V—Thanks! Publisher's

Foreword With few exceptions, state real estate licensing agencies contract with a company

specializing in examination administration services to administer tests for their licensing

candidates. These companies typically offer test development services as well, and have

prepared an exam known variously as a "uniform," "national," or "general" exam and follow it

with a shorter exam that is state-specific. General exams are designed to test subject matter

that is common across state lines, and to specifically avoid testing terms, concepts, practices,

and laws that are either regional or state-specific in nature: those topics are tested in the state-

specific portion of the exam. The state portion is the sole focus of this book. Psychological

Services, Incorporated (PSI), a company based in Burbank, California, has been a provider of

real estate licensing examination services for about twenty years and has been sensitive to

national applicability of specific terms, concepts, and practices for most of that time. General

exams prepared by test vendors are reviewed for adherence to a comprehensive set of

guidelines for test development by the Association of Real Estate License Law Officials

(ARELLO). PSI's exams have been certified repeatedly by ARELLO's Examination Certification

Council. For more information on ARELLO, which has links to the Websites of state licensing

agencies nationwide, PSI, and other vendors that may have information on a non-PSI-client

state of interest to you, especially Candidate Information Brochures with state-specific

examination and licensing information, visit the following Websites: • www.arello.org for

information about ARELLO as well as state links• www.psiexams.com for information on PSI

and its client states• www.goamp.com for information on AL, GA, IL, MI, MO, MT, NE, NH, ND,

SD, WA, and WY• www.pearsonvue.com for information on AK, AR, AZ, DE, DC, FL, ID, IN,

KS, ME, MA, RI, UT, and WI (Note: states occasionally change exam vendors, so check the

other vendor Websitesif you cannot find the state you are looking for at the one given

above.) The publisher wishes to make these final important clarifications: Nothing in this

publication should be construed as indicating PSI or the Connecticut Real Estate

Commission's endorsement of, involvement in, or responsibility for any of the author's



interpretations, elaborations, or commentary on the Connecticut state-specific content outline’s

list of license law topics. All interpretations of and elaborations on real estate subject matter

and state laws are based on close research of standard texts, legal reference works, state-

specific curriculum guides, and government Websites, along with editorial recommendations

from a nationwide group of reviewers in the fields of real estate regulation, law, practice, and

instruction. All opinions regarding testing practices, policies, or procedures are those of the

author based primarily on his professional test development training at the Educational Testing

Service (ETS) and subsequent application of that training to real estate licensing programs in

over twenty states as well as the Government of Bermuda. They are not necessarily shared

currently by PSI, ARELLO, the Connecticut Real Estate Commission, or any other organization

named in this text.Author’s Introduction As a real estate student or instructor, some of the

prelicensing textbook material you study makes you ask yourself that age-old question, “Will

this be on the test?” On-the-Test: Real Estate books address that question through a

concentrated, no-nonsense approach that will prepare you more effectively, in fewer pages

than other exam prep books, most of which use more than twice the space—and expect you to

spend the additional required reading time! This book will build on the flow of the Connecticut

General Statutes and Regulations content outline to clarify what you need to know in each of

the outline's topic areas, with the presentation of material guided by the following principles: 1.

Exam outline-area organization of key terms and concepts• This means license law references

to a particular topic that may be scattered throughout various widely separated statutory

sections will be brought together in the appropriate area.2. Question-count indication of relative

importance of each outline topic area• This should lessen anxiety about having to know

everything in a particular topic area, since you will know that there may be just a few – perhaps

no – questions from it.3. Concise, direct definitions and descriptions• This avoids over-

explanation, especially where further elaboration could detract from the central, testable

content. This book provides a focused review of key material. If you want more words, refer to

the referenced statute(s) and Commission policies.4. Bold-faced and italicized identification of

terms, definitions, and key phrases• This serves to accentuate the more important content

within a description or general statement.5. Related nontestable information is included,

usually boldfaced and/or italicized• This generally applies to license law details that are neither

relevant nor appropriate for testing. For example, one qualification for licensure is passing the

license exam. But why ask a question on that? Some of the states I used to visit had questions

like that in their exam pool, until I pointed out the double-duh worthlessness of putting such a

“gimme” on a live test.6. Italicized commentary• This allows me to provide occasional

conversational asides intended to further clarify a point, reduce potential topic-related anxiety,

or stress nontestable topics.7. Sufficient, not excessive, numbers of sample questions, and

diagnostic chart• The questions in the Sample Exam at the end of this book address central

and critical topics adequately rather than exhaustively. Further, the Sample Exam corresponds

more closely to how a national test vendor outline would set the “internal” test specifications

than any you will find in any other book. As noted on the cover, this book is designed with both

students and instructors in mind.• Prelicensing students will find it useful as a concise,

comprehensive presentation of Connecticut General Statutes and Regulations material in a

test-outline format. And, since it distills the key terms and concepts presented in the

regulations, its usefulness will continue once you are licensed by serving as light, handy, quick-

reference book!• Instructors will find it a ready-made manual for a highly focused and

effectively concentrated end-of-course review.• The Kindle/e-Reader version has ongoing “field

value” as a highly portable, at-hand ready reference for all licensees, especially the most



engaged and active, since it brings together in coherent clusters virtually all of the basic

license law and agency topics that govern your professional and ethical conduct. My only direct

experience with PSI’s Connecticut licensing examination came through taking it in the spring of

1999 to earn my Connecticut real estate salesperson license. Through this exposure, I became

convinced that the item pools PSI uses for its exams provide an adequate and well-crafted

sampling of the content domain of real estate. So, sorry: There are no shocking secrets to be

revealed about "questions to watch out for." Everything herein is based on well-reasoned

consideration and a unique perspective on key regulatory elements that are most appropriately

suggested by the published outline headings. Further, my involvement with Assessment

Systems, Inc. (ASI)’s fully national Real Estate Job Analysis along with a close review of the

follow-up ASI Job Analysis Technical Report (1998), many state-specific prelicensing course

outlines, and numerous real estate and legal texts support the inclusion of the key words,

topics, and distractors presented in this book. This perspective was honed by my years of

traveling to state capitals for ASI to work with Real Estate Commissions in twenty-plus states

by facilitating the process of reviewing and grooming the outlines and pools of questions used

for their state-specific exams. My confidence that this book is the best one available rests

primarily on my belief that the direct, concise presentation and organization of this text is

grounded in unparalleled experience with real estate licensing examination subject matter and

Subject Matter Experts nationwide. So, knowing what dozens of committees of Subject Matter

Experts have concluded during review sessions does give me a refined sense of what would

pass muster. And soon when you see a strange term and wonder, “Will this be on the test?”

you, too, will know exactly what to say! Acknowledgments Thanks go to the many educators

and regulators who have encouraged me to write this book. By providing a concise reference to

one state’s Real Estate License Law and how it is tested, I hope it furthers their goals of

strengthening and improving both real estate instruction and real estate test development

programs locally, and by example, nationwide. 

• www.arello.org for information about ARELLO as well as state links• www.psiexams.com for

information on PSI and its client states• www.goamp.com for information on AL, GA, IL, MI,

MO, MT, NE, NH, ND, SD, WA, and WY• www.pearsonvue.com for information on AK, AR, AZ,

DE, DC, FL, ID, IN, KS, ME, MA, RI, UT, and WI (Note: states occasionally change exam

vendors, so check the other vendor Websitesif you cannot find the state you are looking for at

the one given above.) The publisher wishes to make these final important

clarifications: Nothing in this publication should be construed as indicating PSI or the

Connecticut Real Estate Commission's endorsement of, involvement in, or responsibility for

any of the author's interpretations, elaborations, or commentary on the Connecticut state-

specific content outline’s list of license law topics. All interpretations of and elaborations on real

estate subject matter and state laws are based on close research of standard texts, legal

reference works, state-specific curriculum guides, and government Websites, along with

editorial recommendations from a nationwide group of reviewers in the fields of real estate

regulation, law, practice, and instruction. All opinions regarding testing practices, policies, or

procedures are those of the author based primarily on his professional test development

training at the Educational Testing Service (ETS) and subsequent application of that training to

real estate licensing programs in over twenty states as well as the Government of Bermuda.

They are not necessarily shared currently by PSI, ARELLO, the Connecticut Real Estate

Commission, or any other organization named in this text.Author’s Introduction As a real estate

student or instructor, some of the prelicensing textbook material you study makes you ask



yourself that age-old question, “Will this be on the test?” On-the-Test: Real Estate books

address that question through a concentrated, no-nonsense approach that will prepare you

more effectively, in fewer pages than other exam prep books, most of which use more than

twice the space—and expect you to spend the additional required reading time! This book will

build on the flow of the Connecticut General Statutes and Regulations content outline to clarify

what you need to know in each of the outline's topic areas, with the presentation of material

guided by the following principles: 1. Exam outline-area organization of key terms and

concepts• This means license law references to a particular topic that may be scattered

throughout various widely separated statutory sections will be brought together in the

appropriate area.2. Question-count indication of relative importance of each outline topic

area• This should lessen anxiety about having to know everything in a particular topic area,

since you will know that there may be just a few – perhaps no – questions from it.3. Concise,

direct definitions and descriptions• This avoids over-explanation, especially where further

elaboration could detract from the central, testable content. This book provides a focused

review of key material. If you want more words, refer to the referenced statute(s) and

Commission policies.4. Bold-faced and italicized identification of terms, definitions, and key

phrases• This serves to accentuate the more important content within a description or general

statement.5. Related nontestable information is included, usually boldfaced and/or

italicized• This generally applies to license law details that are neither relevant nor appropriate

for testing. For example, one qualification for licensure is passing the license exam. But why

ask a question on that? Some of the states I used to visit had questions like that in their exam

pool, until I pointed out the double-duh worthlessness of putting such a “gimme” on a live

test.6. Italicized commentary• This allows me to provide occasional conversational asides

intended to further clarify a point, reduce potential topic-related anxiety, or stress nontestable

topics.7. Sufficient, not excessive, numbers of sample questions, and diagnostic chart• The

questions in the Sample Exam at the end of this book address central and critical topics

adequately rather than exhaustively. Further, the Sample Exam corresponds more closely to

how a national test vendor outline would set the “internal” test specifications than any you will

find in any other book. As noted on the cover, this book is designed with both students and

instructors in mind.• Prelicensing students will find it useful as a concise, comprehensive

presentation of Connecticut General Statutes and Regulations material in a test-outline format.

And, since it distills the key terms and concepts presented in the regulations, its usefulness will

continue once you are licensed by serving as light, handy, quick-reference book!• Instructors

will find it a ready-made manual for a highly focused and effectively concentrated end-of-

course review.• The Kindle/e-Reader version has ongoing “field value” as a highly portable, at-

hand ready reference for all licensees, especially the most engaged and active, since it brings

together in coherent clusters virtually all of the basic license law and agency topics that govern

your professional and ethical conduct. My only direct experience with PSI’s Connecticut

licensing examination came through taking it in the spring of 1999 to earn my Connecticut real

estate salesperson license. Through this exposure, I became convinced that the item pools PSI

uses for its exams provide an adequate and well-crafted sampling of the content domain of real

estate. So, sorry: There are no shocking secrets to be revealed about "questions to watch out

for." Everything herein is based on well-reasoned consideration and a unique perspective on

key regulatory elements that are most appropriately suggested by the published outline

headings. Further, my involvement with Assessment Systems, Inc. (ASI)’s fully national Real

Estate Job Analysis along with a close review of the follow-up ASI Job Analysis Technical

Report (1998), many state-specific prelicensing course outlines, and numerous real estate and



legal texts support the inclusion of the key words, topics, and distractors presented in this

book. This perspective was honed by my years of traveling to state capitals for ASI to work with

Real Estate Commissions in twenty-plus states by facilitating the process of reviewing and

grooming the outlines and pools of questions used for their state-specific exams. My

confidence that this book is the best one available rests primarily on my belief that the direct,

concise presentation and organization of this text is grounded in unparalleled experience with

real estate licensing examination subject matter and Subject Matter Experts nationwide. So,

knowing what dozens of committees of Subject Matter Experts have concluded during review

sessions does give me a refined sense of what would pass muster. And soon when you see a

strange term and wonder, “Will this be on the test?” you, too, will know exactly what to

say! Acknowledgments Thanks go to the many educators and regulators who have

encouraged me to write this book. By providing a concise reference to one state’s Real Estate

License Law and how it is tested, I hope it furthers their goals of strengthening and improving

both real estate instruction and real estate test development programs locally, and by example,

nationwide. In addition, many, many thanks to all of the regulators, instructors, and practitioners

I’ve worked with in many high-spirited and highly productive test development meetings

nationwide. Every meeting was an adventure and a success. Then, and even more now, I

appreciate what Tom Samph, co-founder and longtime president of Assessment Systems, Inc.

(ASI), said when I asked him what he missed most about life "after" ASI: "The clients. They’re

what it’s all about." So, I would like to thank, at least by reference, everyone who contributed

their time to improving their state exams and in doing so helped me hone my skills regarding

testable real estate content. Thanks go to every client and committee member I met with

in:Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware, the District of Columbia, Hawaii, Illinois,

Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Rhode

Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Utah, and Washington. These committees constantly drove

home the importance of asking questions drawn from current real estate information,

processes, practices, and license law that were both relevant and appropriate for entry-level

real estate professionals. They were painstakingly conscientious in setting expectations for

entry-level performance while identifying significant details licensees will learn after entering

the business. Further, they duly noted numerous transaction-related topics and details that

other professionals, especially real estate lawyers, lenders, and accountants, are more

appropriately responsible for knowing. This book aspires to do justice to their example of

discussing much more than would be on the test while respecting the line between what is

testable and what is also important to know. Connecticut General Statutes & Regulations

(State Portion)Salesperson Real Estate Exam Content Outline: 30 questions(Your exam may

include an extra five unscored “pretest” questions for a total of 35.)(NOTE: Please go to

www.psiexams.com and find the Connecticut Sales Exam Candidate Information Bulletin, then

print out the Content Outline for an in-hand reference.) I. Connecticut Real Estate Commission

and Licensing Requirements (5 questions)A. Real Estate Commission purpose, powers, and

dutiesB. Activities requiring a licenseC. Exemptions from licensureD. License types and

qualificationsE. License renewal, continuing education, and transferF. Real Estate Guaranty

FundG. License suspension and revocation II. Connecticut Laws Governing the Activities of

Licensee (10 questions)A. Broker/salesperson relationshipB. Duties to partiesC. Handling of

deposits and other moniesD. MisrepresentationE. Disclosure of nonmaterial factsF.

AdvertisingG. Commissions and compensationH. Unlicensed personal assistants III.

Connecticut Real Estate Agency (8 questions)A. Agency: the representing of a client vs.

working with a customerB. Agency agreementsC. Agency disclosureD. Subagency limitationsE.



Dual agencyF. Designated agencyG. Confidential informationH. Interference with agency

relationship IV. Connecticut-Specific Real Estate Principles and Practices (7 questions)A.

Connecticut-specific property ownership and transfer issues1. Co-ownership forms and

shares2. Adverse possession/prescriptive easement time3. Land records and recording4. Real

property taxes and assessments5. Conveyance tax6. Residential property condition

disclosureB. Connecticut Landlord-Tenant ActC. Connecticut Common Interest Ownership

ActD. Connecticut fair housing lawE. Connecticut lead paint lawsF. Connecticut disclosure of off-

site conditions lawG. Connecticut Uniform Electronic Transactions Act Table of Contents The

Kindle version eliminates page numbers. Instead, do a key-term search under the “Search This

Book” option to go to anything listed in this Table of Contents. It is also especially important to

note here that you can use the “Search This Book” option as an e-Index to help you find any

term you want to review. Further, you can use the “Text-to-Speech” option to (1) make this a

“book-on-tape/audio book” while you either drive or are otherwise mobile, or (2) reinforce your

learning by using multiple senses through “hearing” the book while you read

it. Dedication Publisher's Foreword Author’s Introduction Acknowledgments Connecticut

Salesperson Real Estate Exam Content Outline: State Portion (Statutes &

Regulations) Section IConnecticut Real Estate Commission and Licensing Requirements(5

questions)Section IIConnecticut Laws Governing the Activities of Licensees(10

questions)Section IIIConnecticut Real Estate Agency(8 questions)Section IVConnecticut-

Specific Real Estate Principles and Practices(7 questions) Appendix ASample State-Specific

Salesperson Real Estate Exam Appendix BAnswer Key and Diagnostic Chart for Sample

ExamAppendix CStatutes, Commission Regulations and Policies (SCRAP):Commission

Interpretations and Statutory Forms SCRAP 1: Commission Agency Memorandum—

10/31/1997 SCRAP 2: The Connecticut Real Estate Commission Policy onAgency—

1/6/2000 SCRAP 3: REAL ESTATE AGENCY DISCLOSURE NOTICEGIVEN TO

UNREPRESENTED PERSONS SCRAP 4: DUAL AGENCY CONSENT AGREEMENT SCRAP

5: DUAL AGENCY/DESIGNATED AGENCY DISCLOSURENOTICE AND CONSENT

AGREEMENT GIVEN TOPERSONS REPRESENTED BY THE SAME BROKERAGE FIRM  

"The clients. They’re what it’s all about." So, I would like to thank, at least by reference,

everyone who contributed their time to improving their state exams and in doing so helped me

hone my skills regarding testable real estate content. Thanks go to every client and committee

member I met with in:Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware, the District of Columbia,

Hawaii, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Utah, and Washington. These

committees constantly drove home the importance of asking questions drawn from current real

estate information, processes, practices, and license law that were both relevant and

appropriate for entry-level real estate professionals. They were painstakingly conscientious in

setting expectations for entry-level performance while identifying significant details licensees

will learn after entering the business. Further, they duly noted numerous transaction-related

topics and details that other professionals, especially real estate lawyers, lenders, and

accountants, are more appropriately responsible for knowing. This book aspires to do justice to

their example of discussing much more than would be on the test while respecting the line

between what is testable and what is also important to know. Connecticut General Statutes &

Regulations (State Portion)Salesperson Real Estate Exam Content Outline: 30 questions(Your

exam may include an extra five unscored “pretest” questions for a total of 35.)(NOTE: Please

go to www.psiexams.com and find the Connecticut Sales Exam Candidate Information Bulletin,



then print out the Content Outline for an in-hand reference.) I. Connecticut Real Estate

Commission and Licensing Requirements (5 questions)A. Real Estate Commission purpose,

powers, and dutiesB. Activities requiring a licenseC. Exemptions from licensureD. License

types and qualificationsE. License renewal, continuing education, and transferF. Real Estate

Guaranty FundG. License suspension and revocation II. Connecticut Laws Governing the

Activities of Licensee (10 questions)A. Broker/salesperson relationshipB. Duties to partiesC.

Handling of deposits and other moniesD. MisrepresentationE. Disclosure of nonmaterial factsF.

AdvertisingG. Commissions and compensationH. Unlicensed personal assistants III.

Connecticut Real Estate Agency (8 questions)A. Agency: the representing of a client vs.

working with a customerB. Agency agreementsC. Agency disclosureD. Subagency limitationsE.

Dual agencyF. Designated agencyG. Confidential informationH. Interference with agency

relationship IV. Connecticut-Specific Real Estate Principles and Practices (7 questions)A.

Connecticut-specific property ownership and transfer issues1. Co-ownership forms and

shares2. Adverse possession/prescriptive easement time3. Land records and recording4. Real

property taxes and assessments5. Conveyance tax6. Residential property condition

disclosureB. Connecticut Landlord-Tenant ActC. Connecticut Common Interest Ownership

ActD. Connecticut fair housing lawE. Connecticut lead paint lawsF. Connecticut disclosure of off-

site conditions lawG. Connecticut Uniform Electronic Transactions Act Table of Contents The

Kindle version eliminates page numbers. Instead, do a key-term search under the “Search This

Book” option to go to anything listed in this Table of Contents. It is also especially important to

note here that you can use the “Search This Book” option as an e-Index to help you find any

term you want to review. Further, you can use the “Text-to-Speech” option to (1) make this a

“book-on-tape/audio book” while you either drive or are otherwise mobile, or (2) reinforce your

learning by using multiple senses through “hearing” the book while you read

it. Dedication Publisher's Foreword Author’s Introduction Acknowledgments Connecticut

Salesperson Real Estate Exam Content Outline: State Portion (Statutes &

Regulations) Section IConnecticut Real Estate Commission and Licensing Requirements(5

questions)Section IIConnecticut Laws Governing the Activities of Licensees(10

questions)Section IIIConnecticut Real Estate Agency(8 questions)Section IVConnecticut-

Specific Real Estate Principles and Practices(7 questions) Appendix ASample State-Specific

Salesperson Real Estate Exam Appendix BAnswer Key and Diagnostic Chart for Sample

ExamAppendix CStatutes, Commission Regulations and Policies (SCRAP):Commission

Interpretations and Statutory Forms SCRAP 1: Commission Agency Memorandum—

10/31/1997 SCRAP 2: The Connecticut Real Estate Commission Policy onAgency—

1/6/2000 SCRAP 3: REAL ESTATE AGENCY DISCLOSURE NOTICEGIVEN TO

UNREPRESENTED PERSONS SCRAP 4: DUAL AGENCY CONSENT AGREEMENT SCRAP

5: DUAL AGENCY/DESIGNATED AGENCY DISCLOSURENOTICE AND CONSENT

AGREEMENT GIVEN TOPERSONS REPRESENTED BY THE SAME BROKERAGE

FIRM Preface and Orientation to the Following State Law Sections The Connecticut General

Assembly meets periodically to propose, debate, amend or reject, and pass legislation in the

form of Bills and Public Acts. These are used to revise the Connecticut General Statutes, which

are organized according to Title, Chapter, and Section; each Chapter is a named collection of

specific sections. (These can be found on the web at www.cga.ct.gov by clicking on “statutes”

and then “browse statutes.”) The bulk of the statutory basis for Connecticut Real Estate

License Law can be found under• Title 20: Professional and Occupational Licensing,

Certification, Title Protection and Registration. Examining Boards.• Chapter 392: Real Estate

Brokers and SalespersonsNote: Chapter 392 is comprised of Sections 20-311 to 20-329gg



where “Section 20” refers to the number of the Title and the following numbers identify the

particular section. In references noted in this book, periodically there will be some that do not

begin with “Section 20.” This means the reference is from another Title, such as “Section

21a-4,” which is from Title 21a: Consumer Protection; the ‘4’ refers to section 4, one of the

sections in Chapter 416: Department of Consumer Protection, which includes Sections 21a-1

to 21a-12a. The references herein are drawn almost exclusively from Chapter 392, which also

is incorporated in a 50+-page document available on the Department of Consumer Protection’s

Website (www.ct.gov/dcp) under “Connecticut Real Estate Laws and Regulations.” The latter

document refers to a few other Statutory Sections that have a bearing on real estate practices

or administrative policies; this text also refers to applicable sources that supplement the intent

or application of Chapter 392’s regulations governing licensees. If you are already familiar with

either of these documents, you will appreciate the larger-font, straightforward Exam-Outline

organization of the central, testable material here, as well as the summaries and commentary

on the regulatory sections excerpted for presentation. Note on exam questions: In preparing

and reviewing questions for use on a licensing exam, committees of Subject Matter Experts

(SMEs) are generally asked to confirm that each one is relevant to a topic in the topic area

being tested, appropriate for the knowledge expected of entry-level candidates, and that its

scored answer is accurate, especially if it is complex. Further, the SMEs also consider whether

each question stands up to the challenges of “Should they know this?” and “Do they need to

know this?” and “Does knowing this in any way protect the public?” and “If a candidate fails by

one point, and this question is it, should it still be asked?” and the biggest question-killer of all,

“Who cares?” On the License Law portion of the test, some questions are going to be

administrative, such as who is responsible for reporting a change in a licensee’s broker/firm

affiliation. Most, though, should concentrate on knowledge of regulations that clearly protect

the public, such as required disclosures versus how much license renewal money goes toward

the Guaranty Fund. Who cares? Disclaimer: Though the author believes the presentation of

and occasional interpretations in the following material to be legally supportable based on the

law presented, there may be additional statutes or legislation that bear on final determinations

that have not been recognized or considered here. Nothing herein is to be construed as legal

advice, and should not be substituted for a differing legal opinion of your own legal counsel.

This material is intended for exam purposes only; in practice, always seek legal verification.I.

Connecticut Real Estate Commission and Licensing Requirements (Expect 5 questions from

this Outline Section) SPECIAL EXAM NOTE There are seven Topic Areas in this Roman

Numeral Content Area, but only five test questions. This means there will be at least two areas

from which you will receive no scored questions. In reality, though, the Commission identifies

some Topic Areas as being worth more emphasis than others for testing, so your version of the

test may present more than one question from a particular Topic and none from certain others.

Other test takers, however, will get questions from Topics your test version may have

omitted. And that is why each Topic Area in this book has a range of questions—to indicate its

relative importance within its Roman Numeral Content Area. However, the testing company

“pretests” five questions on each exam that do not get counted toward your score, but are on

the test to gather statistical data on their performance. So, you may actually see one or more

questions from each Topic Area. Since you will not be able to tell the difference between

scored and pretest questions, answer every question as if it counts – it just might! I-A: Real

Estate Commission Purpose, Powers, and Duties (Expect 1-2 questions from this area) Most

Real Estate Commissions are created with the express, primary purpose of protecting the

public by promulgating regulations regarding licensing and professional conduct for real estate



licensees. In those states, the primary purpose of the Real Estate Commission is a basic test

question. Connecticut statutes, however, simply create a Real Estate Commission with various

administrative powers and duties, the foremost being licensure. The Commission’s duty to

protect the public has to be inferred from the fact that it falls under the Department of

Consumer Protection and is charged with direct responsibility for granting licenses “only to

persons . . . competent to transact the business of real estate . . . in such manner as to

safeguard the interests of the public. . . .[and] with due regard to the paramount interests of the

public . . .”(References: Sections 20-311a and 20-314(a),(b)) As noted above, the Connecticut

Real Estate Commission operates under the Department of Consumer Protection, to which the

Commission delegates numerous administrative duties, such as preparing forms, processing

licensing applications, and overseeing the development, administration, and passing standards

for real estate licensing exams. (References: Sections 20-314(b),(c)) Though there are eight

Commission members and they are appointed by the Governor, a licensee’s knowledge of

such administrative details does nothing to protect the public. Nor does it protect consumers for

a licensee to memorize for exam purposes that Commissioners represent a mix of three

brokers, two salespersons, and three public members drawn from each congressional district,

or that the Commission composition cannot have more than a bare majority from the same

political party, or that the Commission keeps records and submits reports to the Governor. So,

these “facts,” however important they may be in the smooth operation of the Commission, are

irrelevant to gauging an entry-level licensee’s preparation to protect the public, and are unlikely

to be asked on the exam. To be safe, though, you should note these details (eight

Commissioners, all appointed by the Governor, etc.), just in case . . . The Commission

administers legislative provisions regarding real estate licensure and the issuance, renewal,

suspension, or revocation of licenses; further, the Department of Consumer Protection is

authorized by the Commission to process and issue the physical licenses to real estate

salespersons and brokers. (Reference: Section 20-311b) The Commission delegates many

other enforcement and administrative responsibilities to the Department. • The Commission

may request the Department of Consumer Protection to investigate the actions of any real

estate broker or real estate salesperson or any person who assumes to act in any of such

capacities within this state, generally in response to a complaint. (Reference: Section

20-320) In addition, the following regulation applies to Commission powers as well as licensee

conduct related to investigations: • A licensee shall cooperate with Department staff if the

licensee is contacted in connection with an investigation performed by the Department of

Consumer Protection concerning possible violations of real estate statutes or regulations. A

licensee shall not make any untruthful or misleading statements in connection with any

Department of Consumer Protection or Real Estate Commission investigation or hearing.

(Reference: Section 20-328-3a) Other related regulations are mostly administrative and follow

the principle that licensee cooperation is expected; reluctance to respond willingly, honestly,

and fully can have serious consequences for the licensee. For example, when licensees are

either in violation of license law or uncooperative during investigations, the Commission has

the authority to issue cease and desist orders for particular activities, issue letters of

reprimand, place a practitioner on probationary status, limit the licensee’s practice, require

periodic reports to the Commission, stipulate additional professional education, and impose

fines. (Reference: Section 21a-7) Among the powers and duties of the Commission is

determining whether or not provisions of the license law have been violated, and determining

appropriate penalties and/or fines. In many other states, real estate exam questions about

license law violations are grouped into a separate category labeled something like, “violations,



investigations, and penalties.” Since there is no similar Topic Area grouping in Connecticut’s

Content Outline, questions regarding violations may be tallied in this area if the thrust of the

question focuses on the power or duty of the Commission to assess particular penalties for

certain violations listed below. Or, the violations and penalties below may be categorized and

tallied in other Topic Areas if the question focuses on penalties for, say, particular types of

misrepresentation, violations of advertising requirements, or other specific license law

infraction. Nevertheless, specific fines for particular violations of license law are brought

together below to provide the most comprehensive, inclusive presentation of statutory

guidelines and limits; the violations in Section A are also grounds for license suspension and

revocation, so will be mentioned again in that Topic Area, I-G. According to Connecticut Real

Estate License Law, A. No more than $2,000 may be imposed as a fine for a licensee found

guilty of obtaining a license by false or fraudulent misrepresentation; or any of these other

offenses:1. making any material misrepresentation;2. making any false promise of a character

likely to influence, persuade or induce;3. acting as an agent for more than one party in a

transaction without the knowledge of all parties for whom the licensee acts;4. representing or

attempting to represent a real estate broker other than the licensee's employer or the broker

with whom the licensee is affiliated, without the express knowledge and consent of the

licensee's employer or affiliated broker;5. failing, within a reasonable time, to account for or

remit any moneys coming into the licensee's possession that belong to others;6. entering into

an exclusive listing contract or buyer agency contract that contains a fixed termination date if

such contract also provides for an automatic continuation of the period of such contract beyond

such date7. failing to deliver immediately a copy of any instrument to any party or parties

executing the instrument, where such instrument has been prepared by the licensee or under

the licensee's supervision and where such instrument relates to . . any matters pertaining to

the consummation of a lease, or the purchase, sale or exchange of real property or any other

type of real estate transaction in which the licensee may participate as a broker or a

salesperson;8. conviction in a court of competent jurisdiction of forgery, embezzlement,

obtaining money under false pretenses, larceny, extortion, conspiracy to defraud, or other like

offense or offenses . . . ;9. collecting compensation in advance of services to be performed and

failing, upon demand of the person paying the compensation or the commission, to render an

accounting of the use of such money;10. commingling funds of others with the licensee's own,

or failing to keep funds of others in an escrow or trustee account;11. any act or conduct that

constitutes dishonest, fraudulent or improper dealings;12. failing to provide the disclosures

required by section 20-325c; or13. a violation of any provision of this chapter or any regulation

adopted under this chapter. (Reference: Section 20-320) On July 1, 2008, the list above was

expanded to include a prohibition against influencing real estate appraisals. By that the statute

means to either refuse or intentionally fail to refer a homebuyer to a lender or mortgage broker

who uses an appraiser whose appraisal is less than the sale contract price. This action also

applies to any licensee who encourages any other licensee to do the same. (Reference:

Section 20-320b) B. No more than $1,000 may be imposed as a fine for a licensee found guilty

of receiving a fee, commission, or other form of referral fee for referring any buyer to (1) an

attorney at law or the attorney’s affiliates or (2) a mortgage broker or lender or their affiliates.

(Reference: Section 20-320a) Similarly, attorneys as well as mortgage brokers and lenders are

prohibited from receiving referral fees from real estate licensees under sections 51-87b and

49-7f, respectively, and can be disciplined and fined by their own regulatory authorities (not the

Real Estate Commission) for doing so. These penalties for attorneys, mortgage brokers, and

lenders who accept referral fees should make it clear to real estate licensees that such



arrangements are prohibited; if asked to provide such a fee, the licensee may point out it is for

the other party’s own good not to do so. Finally, anyone found guilty of engaging in the real

estate business without a license—even during a period of lapsed license due to late-payment

for renewal—may be fined not more than $1,000 and/or be imprisoned not more than six

months, and prohibited from getting a license for up to a year. The last violation should serve

as a warning NOT to jump into licensee-level real estate activities between the day you pass

the exam and the day your affiliated broker receives your license certificate. Also, beware of

asking unlicensed assistants to do too much, and be sure to renew on time! Brokers,

especially, can lose track of renewals, and all affiliated licensees are technically operating

illegally when their primary broker is in a lapsed/expired/late-renewal situation! Further, this

provision may apply if you fail to renew your license on time yet continue to collect

commissions or perform activities requiring a license. The meeting minutes of the Commission

contain numerous examples of actions against individuals who continued real estate activities

without renewing their license. (Reference: Section 20-325) C. No more than $500 may be

imposed as a fine for any person found guilty of:• willfully misrepresenting any fact required to

be disclosed in any application or in any other form, paper, or document required to be filed

with the Commission in connection with an application for a license It is worth noting that this

infraction also subjects a violator to the prospect of imprisonment for up to six months. (Prison

sentences may be recommended, but not imposed, by the Real Estate Commission; a court of

competent jurisdiction must take the next step of imposing the sentence.) (Reference: Section

20-324) 
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